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Reduced heart rate varlabiltty (HRV) has been reported as a predltior of 
morcallty in recent myozardlal lnfarellon patlenta. HRV has usually been ex- 
preesed as the standard devlatlon d the wmputer recognised sequence of RR 
lntewals basted on long term ECG recordings. However, recording n&e and 
varlablllty requirea ‘like&g’ of !he data and visual checking and edtling which 
makes this method nat widely acceptable. 
thaofuticd and clinical work, a new package of programs has 
which petmlt the analyels of Holler fapes and numerical assess- 
khl$no!affecledbylowlevelnolaeatxlmis 
represent approxlmatdy 3000 lines of 
ltiaad Holter tapes, the out- 
stnndard ASCI Mes 
same progttoatlC value as the results obtalned from the operator depetient, 
manually filtered and vlaually checked analysis of Halter tapes. 
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The Brst program generates standard signals. Sine, square, IriaapZx, 
sawtooth, quasiperiodic and modulated (amplitude and frrquency) sine wsves 
of any desired frequency, digitization rate and ampli1ud.c can be produced 
in files up to 10,190 points in length. Linear or Gauslan noise of any 
amplitude can be added to the signals. 
Chaotic signals are generated by using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
algorithm for the solution of systems of differer_tial equations (e.g., Larenz, 
Rossler, Duffing, Silnikov, Van der Pol). Length of data files generated is 
limited only by the size of the hard disk, programs for ply k&.x! of 
chaotic maps (logistic, Henon) and for the bifurcation diagram of the logistic 
map are also included. Random signals are constructed bj filter@ a 
pseudorandom number series, or any other random time-series. 
electrocardiographic signals (digitized al loo0 k&N) are 
plane plots, return maps and spectral analysis. ‘fhree 
ne plots are constructed (amplitude vs first deriverive, 
amplit~~ vs second derivative, and first vs second derivative), but the 
program can be modified to generate any desired combination of amplitude 
or derivative. Return maps are constructed by choosing a fag of interest, 
and maps with that lag and three multiples of lhat lag are displayed. 
Spectral analysis by fast Fourier transformation (PEP) is performed at 
a res4utl~n of 8,192 points on data files of any Iength (by truncation or 
zero padding). The spectrum is displayed as either the raw FFT, power 
spectrum, or log FFT’. Hard copy of all the graphs can be obtained by a 
screen dump. 
ASSES OF 
line analysis of mardial perfusion using myocardial 
contrast two-dimensional echocardiography. This system 
can aid the surgeon in the intraoperative assessment of 
regional uyocardial perfusion prior to and following 
bypass graft placement. 
